A high subgroup of G is any subgroup of G maximal disjoint from G 1 . A group G splits if Gf is a summand of G. In general, we adopt the notation used in [1] .
One of the fundamental problems in Abelian group theory is to find decent necessary and sufficient conditions for a group to split. We investigate here the relation between the splitting of a group G and the splitting of high subgroups of G.
Our main result states (theorem 2) that a reduced group G splits if and only if G/Gi is reduced and some high subgroup of G splits. In a sense, this reduces the splitting problem for arbitrary groups to groups with no elements of infinite height. easy to find which show that this condition is not sufficient. Howewer, from the previous theorem we obtain the following interesting necessary and sufficient condition that a reduced group split. THEOREM 2. -Let G be reduced. Then G splits if and only if G/Gt is reduced and some high subgroup of G splits.
PROOF. -Suppose G splits. Let G=GtQ) L^ ^d let Ht be a high subgroup of Gt. Now L is torsion free reduced, so that Ht ® L has no elements of infinite height in G. It follows readily that //^® L is high is G, and hence that G has high subgroup that splits. Since G/Gt ^ L, G/Gt is reduced.
Suppose G/Gt is reduced and that G has a high subgroup H that splits. Let H=Ht@L. From the previous theorem we have G=MQ)Lŵ here M/Gt is the divisible part of G/Gt. But G/G/, is reduced, and hence M= Gt. Therefore G =. Gf@ L and G splits.
In theorem 2 the hypothesis that G/Gf be reduced is required, and we now give an example to show this. Suppose G is a reduced group with the properties :
(1) G/Gt ^ Q^ the group of rational numbers;
(2) G 1 is torsion free and not zero.
Let H be a high subgroup of G. Then since Hi is high in Gt and (Gt) l =o^ Ht= Gf. Tlius, from the lemma, H/Gt is a summand of G/Gt. This means ff/Gi=o since II ^L G and G/Gt is indecomposable. Thus H = Gt is the only high subgroup of G. G does not split since G is reduced and G/Gt is divisible, but G^ the only high subgroup of G^ does split trivially.
To demonstrate the existence of such a group we employ homological methods and results. Let 
This is the group of/?-adic integers, (see [I] , p. 211), so is torsion free and not zero. Moreover Pext (Z(p^), C) ==G 1 . (See [1J, p. 246.) Thus we have a group G such that G/Gt is divisible and not zero and G 1 is torsion free and not zero. Now let^ be a non-zero element of infinite height in G. Since G/Gt is torsion free divisible we may write
The group A has the desired properties.
It is not known whether or not high subgroups of torsion groups T are endomorphic images of T. The group G=Ext(Q/Z, C) constructed above is an example of a mixed group such that none of its high subgroups are endomorphic images. This group is cotorsion, i. e., Ext(^, G) = o for all torsion free groups-^ and Gis reduced. It would be interesting to know the class of groups whose high subgroups are endomorphic images. Torsion groups whose high subgroups have this property include those torsion groups whose high subgroups are direct sums of cyclic groups. (See [S].) If every high subgroup of a group G is a direct sum of cyclic groups, is every high subgroup of G an endomorphic image of G 9
We proceed now to discuss high subgroups in reduced groups G that split. First we give a characterization of the high subgroups of such groups. K={t-^-s\ (^4-Ker(a)) ^==^+A:Q}.
We sliew that K is high in G. Since G is reduced, L is torsion free reduced, and hence G l ==:(Gl) i . Since Kr\ 6^=Ap, we have that ATn G l =o. Suppose g^K. Then g=gt-\-,?, gt^.G^ s^S^ and gt^:K. There exists t^T such that (t + s) eK.
Clearly distinct a's in I j Horn (5', Gi/K^) give Pe/ rise to distinct high subgroups.
Now let K be high in G == d ® ^. Then 7^ is high in Gi. (See [5] .) Suppose ^€ *S' , s^p K. Then 0 ^ 72^4-A-=^-i€ 6''== (^) 1 for some integer ^ and k^K. Since ^i € 6' 1 , g^=ng, ge: 67, and from the purity of K (see [5] ), we have k === ^/:i with /;i eAT. Thus 
The theorem follows.
A natural question to ask is the following. If one high subgroup of a group G splits, do all high subgroups of G split? The answer is negative, even if G itself splits, as the following example shows. See [I] , p. io5.) Let S be the group of rational numbers with denominators powers of p, and let G=GiQ)S. Let H^ be high in Gt. Since G[/HL is divisible there exists a subgroup T of G/ such that T/IIt ^ ^(7?°°). Let R be any subgroup of S such that S/R^Z(p x ). (Let R be the integers for example.) Let b e an isomorphism from T/Hi onto S/R. From the proof of theorem 3, we have that H == { t-^s\ (t-}-ff^) ^ = s + R} is a high subgroup of G, and Hi is the torsion subgroup of H. Suppose H splits and ff= H^ ® V. Now V is a subdirect sum of 7\ and S (see proof of theorem 3), where H^C T^ C T. Furthermore T,/( T, n V) ^ S/(Sr^ V). But V is torsion free so that 7 7 ! n F==o. Hence 7i is a homomorphic image of S. But T^ is reduced and the only reduced /?-group that is a homomorphic image of S is o. Therefore 7^==o, and so o = /^ C T^. But no high subgroup of T is o. This contradiction establishes that H does not split.
However, G does have a high subgroup that splits, namely Hi g) S. (See theorem 3.) In particular, we have that two high subgroups of a group are not necessarily isomorphic. It is still not known whether or not two high subgroups of a torsion group are isomorphic.
Although two high subgroups // and AT of a group G are not necessarily isomorphic, and in fact // may split and K not split, it is true that high subgroups do provide several invariants, in the following sense. PROOF. -The proof of (a) may be found in [5] .
If A is a subgroup of G, let A = (A 4-G{)/GI. We remark that in the case where H/H^ is reduced for some high subgroup H of G, and in particular when some high subgroup of G splits, that all high subgroups of G may be obtained as follows. Let Kt be high in GI and K/K^ high in G/Ki. Then K is high in G and every high subgroup of G with torsion subgroup K^ is such a K.
In [5] the notion of 2-group was introduced. A group G is a ^L-group if and only if each high subgroup of G is a direct sum of cyclic groups. As a corollary to the preceding theorem we obtain the following result, proved in the torsion case in [5] and in the general case by Paul HILL (Abstract 582-^7, Notices of the American Mathematical Society^ August 1961).
